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Cruel intentions 2 parents guide

This article is about the first film in the series. For other uses, see Cruel Intentions (disambiguation). 1999 American romantic drama Film CruelTy Releases Indirexed ByRoger KumbleProduced byNeal H. MoritzScreenplay byRoger KumbleBased onLes Liaisons danger Pierre Choderlos de LaclosStarring Sarah Mi Chelle Gellar Ryan Phillippe Reese Witherspoon Selma Blair
Music byEdward ShearmurCinematographyTheo van de SandeEdited byRyan Mikel Jeff FreemanProductioncompany Original Film Newmarket Capital Group Distributed byColumbia PicturesRelease dated March 5, 1999 (1999-03-05) Walked a time of97 minutesCountryUnited StatesLanguage English French Budget $10.5 million[1][2]Box office $76.3 million[1] Cruel intention
was a romantic American drama The 1999 film was written and directed by Roger Kumble and starring Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan Phillippe, Reese Witherspoon, and Blair Flu. The film is an adaptation of Les Liaisons's novel danger, written by Pierre Choderlos de Laclos in 1782, but sets out among wealthy teenagers attending high school in New York City rather than 18th-
century France. [3] In a 2016 interview with Sarah Michelle Gellar, she revealed that the film's original title was to become a Cruel Creation. [4] The film began as a smaller budget-free film, but was invited by Columbia Pictures and released on March 5, 1999. Despite mixed critical reviews, Gellar's performances, Philippe, and Witherspoon were praised. Cruel Intentions is a box
office success, earning $76 million and giving birth to two more films, both directly to the video. Plot In the upscale, rich and popular New York City mansion Kathryn Merteuil discusses her prep school with Mrs Caldwell and her daughter, Cecile. Kathryn promises Mrs Caldwell that she will see Naif Cecile. When Kathryn's stepdaughter Sebastian Valmont entered the room, Mrs
Caldwell responded to her cold and leaves with Cecile. Kathryn told Sebastian that she intended to use Cecile for revenge on her ex-lover Court Reynolds, who threw her away for Cecile. Kathryn asked Sebastian to tempt Cecile, thereer thereating her in Court eyes. Sebastian refused as he planned to tempt Annette Hargrove, the daughter of the headmaster's virginity, who had
published an essay to support welfare until the wedding. After several negotiations, they agreed to a bet: if Sebastian failed to tempt Annette, Kathryn got vintage Sebastian Jaguar XK140; If she succeeds, Kathryn will have sex with her, suggesting the possibility of too, because Kathryn is the only girl Sebastian has failed to get killed. Sebastian's first attempt to tempt Annette
failed, as he already knew about his bad reputation. Sebastian found that Mrs Caldwell, Cecile's mother, warned Annette He eventually agreed to damage Cecile from revenge. Meanwhile, Cecile seized on Kathryn about her romance with her same age music teacher, Ronald Clifford. Kathryn revealed the romance to Mrs Caldwell, Caldwell, ordering Cecile to end the relationship,
her disapappointment arose from her race. Sebastian lured Cecile to his home, offering a letter from Ronald. She then got Cecile drunk and linked her to blackmail her to allow her to perform oral sex on her. The next day, Cecile clashed in Kathryn, who advised her someone hopefully could learn how to please Ronald. Sebastian began to really fall in love with Annette, who
restored her feelings but still hesitated. Sebastian called him a hypocrisy because although he claimed to be waiting for one true love, he opposed him when he chose to love his back. Annette eventually repented. But Sebastian, confused about his own feelings, now rejects it. Annette fled to her friend's parents' estate. Sebastian found him and adored his love, and they used their
relationship. Kathryn offered herself to Sebastian after she won a 'bet', but she rejected it: she now just wants Annette. Angry and jealous, Kathryn insulted her masculinity. Stung, Sebastian informed him that he planned to tell Annette the truth. Kathryn warned her that doing so would destroy her reputation and Annette. Sebastian is located to Annette, claiming she just wants to
see what she's like in bed, and that she has no real feeling for her. Crushed, Annette told her out. Sebastian informed Kathryn that he was broken with Annette and now wants his reward for winning bets. Kathryn revealed that she, and not Annette, was the real victim of her scheme: for her own entertainment, she manipulated her into leaving Annette as soon as she realised she
really loved her. He then sacked him, telling him that he didn't sleep with losers. Sebastian was desperately trying to contact Annette to confess the truth and begged her forgiveness, but she refused to see her. He gave his journal, in which he had detailed Kathryn's manicurative schemes, their bets, and his true feelings for Annette. Ronald started a fist fight with Sebastian after
Kathryn told him that Sebastian hit him and breached Cecile. Annette tried to intervene, but was thrown into traffic; Sebastian was hit by a car when he pushed him for safety. Before dying, Sebastian confessed his love for him and Annette told him he also loved him. Ronald left the scene in a state of shame, realizing Kathryn manipulated it. In his eulogy at Sebastian's funeral,
Kathryn claims he tried to set an example for his brother's late brother. When people started leaving midway through his speech, Kathryn rushed outside to find Cecile handing over a copy of the journal Sebastian. Given the details of manipulation and the drugs were made by the public, Kathryn's reputation was eventually destroyed and it was implied that the un-graduated
professor would expel her from school. At the scene, Annette guides deep inside Sebastian's train with her journal by her side, recalling the good moments they shared together. Cast Sarah Michelle Gellar as Kathryn Merteuil, based on Marquise de Merteuil Merteuil Phillippe as Sebastian Valmont, based on Vicomte de Valmont Reese Witherspoon as Annette Hargrove, based on
Madame de Tourvel Selma Blair as Cecile Caldwell, based on Cécile Volanges Louise Fletcher as Helen Rosemond, based on Madame de Rosemonde Joshua Jackson as Blaine Tuttle Eric Mabius as Greg McConnell Sean Patrick Thomas as Ronald Clifford, based on Chevalier Danceny Swoosie Kurtz as Dr. Regina Greenbaum (Kurtz primarily portrays Madame de Volanges in
the 1988 film version of Dangerous Relationships) Christine Baranski as Bunny Caldwell, based on Madame de Volang Dewan Reed Alaina as Nurse Deborah Offner as Lady Michalak Tara Reid as Marci Greenbaum Hiep Thi Le as Mai-Lee Herta Ware as Lady Sugarman Drew Snyder as Hargrove Professor Charlie O'Connell as Court Reynolds, based on Count de Gercourt
Fred Norris as Meter Maid Production Old Westbury Gardens is one of the locations depicting is Old Westbury Gardens in Nassau County , New York, as well as Harry F. Sinclair's House in New York City. [5] The film's reception received mixed reviews from critics. Rotten Tomatoes scored 54%, based on reviews from 114 critics, with an average score of 5.26/10. The website's
consensus states: This dark comic drama and its attractive young actors are easy on the eye, but the unortical offerings and lackluster scripts conspire to fuel Ruthless Intentions. [6] Metacritic gave the film an average score of 56% based on reviews from 24 critics. Charles Taylor of Salon.com described the film as the dirtiest-thinking American film in recent memory – and the
honest portrayal of the entertaining corruption was never anything to sneeze at. [8] Stephen Holden of the New York Times stated, You have a sense that the whole thing is just a detailed action and, in this case, an exploitation. [9] Nevertheless, Roger Ebert, a critic of the film noted for The Chicago Sun-Times, praised The Cruel Intentions and gave the film three out of four stars in
his review, stating that it was clever and compassionate in the tradition of original stories. [10] The ruthless intention was commercial glory, a rough $13,020,565 on the weekend of its opening, #2 position behind Analyze's; released in 2,312 theaters, the film earned $76.3 million worldwide compared to a budget of $10.5 million. [11] The film was nominated for Worst Remake in the
1999 Stinkers Bad Film Awards, but died in The Haunting. [12] The Film Award received the following awards and nominations: The 2000 Award-Winning Blockbuster Entertainment Award Favorite Support actor (Reese Witherspoon) Won the Golden Slate Award Best Original Score Won Best Female Actor in a Leading Role (Sarah Michelle Gellar) Nominated for Film Nominated
Movie Soundtrack Won Best Teen Film Award Nominated for Best Female Performance MTV Movie (Sarah Michelle Gellar) Won Best Kiss (Sarah Michelle Gellar, Selma Blair) Won Best Male Performance (Ryan Phillippe) Nominated Best Villain (Sarah Michelle Gellar) Gellar) Teen Choice Film Choice: Drama Won Choice Movie Actor (Ryan Phillippe) Nominated Choice Film
Actor (Reese Witherspoon) Nominated Film Choice: Love Scene (Reese Witherspoon, Ryan Phillippe) Nominated For Film Choice: Villain (Sarah Michelle Gellar) Won Choice Movie: Soundtrack Nominated Stinkers Bad Movie Awards Worst Remake Nominated Soundtrack Main article: Ruthless Intentions (runut sound) Runut Sound Of Cruel Intentions is a runut of compilation
sounds issued on March 9, 1999 by Arista / Virgin He reached number 60 on the Billboard chart. [13] The main track for the film was The Verve's BitterSweet Symphony. Prequel and the film's sequel received two direct follow-ups to the video—one prequel titled Cruel Intentions 2 in 2001 and a sequel titled Cruel Intentions 3 in 2004. Written and directed by Roger Kumble, Cruel
Intentions 2 has been posted from Manchester Prep, a prequel series released by Fox, in which three episodes have been filmed. He featured younger versions of Sebastian Valmont and Kathryn Merteuil's characters played by Robin Dunne and Amy Adams, alongside Sarah Thompson and Keri Lynn Pratt, respectively. Cruel Intention 3 is directed by Scott Ziehl and features Kerr
Smith, Kristina Anapau, Nathan Wetherington, Melissa Yvonne Lewis, Natalie Ramsey and Tom Parker. The canceled NBC television series announced in October 2015 that it had taken a television flight attendant for the continuity of the film's storyline, which will be written by Kumble, Jordan Ross and Lindsey Rosin, with Sebastian Valmont and son Annette Hargrove being the
main characters. [14] In February 2016, Taylor John Smith and Samantha Logan were dumped, with Smith playing the male lead Bash Casey, Sebastian Valmont and son Annette Hargrove. [15] Gellar reached an agreement with the manufacturer to repay her role as the female chairwoman, Kathryn Merteuil. [16] In March, Kate Levering was played in the role of Annette
Hargrove. [17] On October 31, 2016, NBC announced that it had decided not to go through the series. [18] Muzikal Ruthless Intentions: Muzikal is a 1990s jukebox muzikal also by Ross, Rosin and Kumble, based on the film. After two outings in Los Angeles and a pop engagement in New York, the show made its first off-Broadway appearance at Greenwich Village nightclub Le
Poisson Rouge in November 2017 and ran until April 2018. Set to 1990s pop and rock hits and songs from the film's sound, the plot deals with the manipulation of Sebastian Valmont and Kathryn Merteuil. The depraved half-siblings put at stake in the fact that Sebastian could suspend their incoming professor's daughter, Annette Hargrove. [19] Reference ^ b Cruel Intentions
(1999). Box Office Mojo. Achieved in 2019-03-27. ↑ Errors in Our Stars (2014). Number. Nash Services Information, LLC. Diarkibkan from the original on September 18, 2016. Reached on 10 August ^ White, Adam (21 August 2017). Cruel Intent Cult: how debauched teenage films are seductively seductive The Daily Telegraph. Reached on February 18, 2019. ↑ Sarah Michelle
Gellar reveals the original title of the film 'Cruel Intentions'. Indian Express. 2016-02-27. Achieved in 2020-11-16. ↑ Cruel Intentions - 1999. movie-locations.com. Reached on January 30, 2019. ↑ Cruel Intentions. Rotten Tomato. Achieved in 2020-06-12. ↑ Cruel Intention Reviews, Rating, Credits. Metacritical. Achieved in 2011-06-30. ↑ Taylor, Charles. (1999-03-05). Salon.com.
Achieved in 2014-06-14. ↑ Holden, Stephen. (1999-03-05). 'Cruel Intentions': Return to their Old Helah, but The Whole Young Lot. The New York Times. Achieved in 2011-06-30. ↑ Cruel Intention Movie Review (1999). RogerEbert.com 5, 1999. Reached on January 28, 2015. ↑ Keating, Shannon. It's Been 20 Years Since The Cruel Intentions, And There's Never Been Another Film
Quite Like That. Buzzfeed News. Reached on 7 March 2019. ↑ Press Release - Stinkers Winner 1999. February 17th, 2002. Diarkibkan from the original on February 17, 2002. ↑ Billboard 200 – Sunday 27 March 1999. Billboards. Reached on 18 Jun 2019. ↑ Andreeva, Nellie (February 2, 2016). 'Ruthless Intent Reboot Can Order NBC's Flying Attendants. The end date of
Hollywood. Reached on February 5, 2016. ↑ Andreeva, Nellie (February 23, 2016). 'Cruel Intentions': Taylor John Smith Sets As Plumbum Man, Samantha Logan Cast. The end date of Hollywood. Reached on February 23, 2016. ↑ Andreeva, Nellie (February 24, 2016). Sarah Michelle Gellar To Reciprocate 'Cruel Intentions' Role in NBC's Flying The end date of Hollywood.
Reached on February 25, 2016. ↑ Andreeva, Nellie (March 1, 2016). 'Cruel Intentions': Kate Levering To Play Reese Witherspoon's Annette In NBC Pilot. The end date of Hollywood. Reached on April 4, 2016. ↑ Andreeva, Nellie (October 31, 2016). 'Cruel Intentions' Don't Go Ahead At NBC, To Shop Elsewhere By Sony. The end date of Hollywood. Reached on November 1, 2016.
↑ Lefkowitz, Andy. Ruthless Muzikal Intentions Expand Off-Broadway Run for Third Time &amp; End, Broadway.com, February 20, 2018 The link beyond the U.S. Film portal portal 1990s Wikiquote Portal has a passage related to: Cruel Intentions of Cruel Intentions imDb on AllMovie Ruthless Intentions on Rotten Tomatoes Cruel Intentions in Metacritic Cruel Intentions in Box
Office Mojo Retriev from Page 2This includes a list of general referrals, but it is still largely not authorized because it does not have a commensurate passage. Please help improve this article by introducing more precise passages. (March 2013) (Learn how and when to switch out this template message) 3DVD Cruel Intentions protected byScott ZiehlProduced byNeal H.
MoritzWritten byRhett ReeseStarring Kerr Smith Kristina Anapau Nathan Wetherington Melissa Yvonne Lewis Natalie Ramsey Tom Parker Music byDavid ReynoldsCinematographyThomas L. CallowayEdited byAlan CodyProductioncompany Cobia TriStar HomeyThomas L. CallowayEdited byAlanAlan Cobia TriStar Home Home Original Film Newmarket Capital Group Distributed
byColumbia TriStar Home EntertainmentRelease dates back to May 25, 2004 (2004-05-25) Walking time85 minutesCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglish Intent 3 is a 2004 American teen drama film directed by Scott Ziehl and screened live to the video Despite his name, the film has almost nothing to do with the previous films in the series, except for those shared , Cassidy
Merteuil, who is the cousin of one of the characters from the first film, Kathryn Merteuil. The Cassidy Merteuil (Kristina Anapau) plot is a beautiful and manicurative student at an exclusive Santa Barbara college. Jason Argyle (Kerr Smith) and Patrick Bates (Nathan Wetherington) are roommates there. They drew a bad plan in which Patrick bed Cassidy and interrupted a potential
relationship he had pursued with a British prince. This then helped Jason win the bet he made with Cassidy (who turned out to have been Patrick's all-time bet). When Patrick (who also revealed his awkward and social ineptitude to be an act) and Jason revealed their scam to him, he was ruined. He then encouraged them to compete against each other. Jason has to tempt Sheila
(Natalie Ramsey), who is in a steady relationship with Michael (Tom Parker), and Patrick needs to tempt Alison (Melissa Yvonne Lewis), who is already engaged. Jason succeeded on his part, but Patrick was rejected by Alison, who says he doesn't want to cheat, and doesn't find him sexually attractive. When classmate Brent Patterson (Charlie Weber) showed interest in Allison
after being dismissed by Cassidy, he was continuing to tempt and sleep with him, not knowing Patrick was taking pictures. Patrick linked Alison's blackmail, using photographs of her cheating on her fiancee. She recounts how she succeeded before she threw her in her bed, pulled her a white thong and encroaded her to meet the betting part. Meanwhile, Jason and Cassidy
attacked the relationship, as Patrick was left unhappy and angry with the incompetence. He tried to tempt Cassidy, but he rejected it. So, he convinced Cassidy that the man he loved, Jason, just stayed with him because he wanted to win bets he and Patrick had set up, which is to see who could sleep with Cassidy first. Seemingly angry with Jason, he spilled into Patrick, and
Jason walked over it. Patrick Snidely said that both Jason and Cassidy had been the victims of his cruel game to show them that they underestimated the evil in themselves. They asked him if he had ever been a victim, and he told them no. Cassidy revealed that this has been his plans all the time. He started charade so that Patrick and Jason will tempt Alison and Sheila; before
going to bed with Patrick, he took one of his sleeping pills, planning to tell policemen that he had drugs and raped him. As Patrick was led by police, bewildered and protested his innocence, he was warned that other victims had come forward, and Will get the punishment he deserves for sneding Alison. In the end, Jason and Cassidy are shown together and making other stakes
with each other. Cast Kerr Smith as Jason Argyle Kristina Anapau as Cassidy Merteuil Nathan Wetherington as Patrick Bates Melissa Yvonne Lewis as Alison Lebray Natalie Ramsey as Sheila Wright Tom Parker as Michael Cattrall Charlie Weber as Brent Patterson Michael Pemberton as Christopher Newborn Tara Carroll as Valeria Caldas Soundtrack Dalton Grant – Broken
Piebald – The Stalker Glimpse – Truth Told Pedro Lion – Indian Summer Waking Time – Almost There Seismic – Top of the Twintwelve World – Never Again Twintwelve – So I Being Told To Jet to Brazil – You Have My Lifetime Curved Jealous – The World Are You 88 – Other Types of Light Stars People – Holiday Nathan Anderson – Sweet Misery The 88 – Kind of Light Other
Star People – Holiday Nathan Anderson – Sweet Misery The 88 - Kind of Light Other Star People - Holiday Nathan Anderson - Sweet Misery The 88 - Kind of Light Other Star People - Holiday Nathan Anderson - Sweet Misery The 888 - Sunday Afternoon Dalton Grant - Happiness in NY Fade - Inside Another Quiet Room Dalton Grant - Smile -i-94- You Tickler - A Final Dance
Too Rough - If You Like It Curved Jealous - Appreciated The Twigs - Love, Love, Love Reception On Rotten Tomatoes This film has 2 reviews, 1 positive, 1 negative. [1] Reference ^ Cruel Intentions 3 (2004). Ruthless Outer Link Intentions 3 on IMDb Cruel Intentions 3 in AllMovie Taken from
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